
Wadhwani
Entrepreneur - VFT

Inspiring, educating, and enabling startup 

entrepreneurs



Mission: Accelerating economic development in emerging economies through 
large-scale job creation.

Create Jobs • Change Lives • Scale Impact
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ASIA AFRICA LATIN AMERICA

About Wadhwani Foundation

Wadhwani Advantage: Empowers small and medium size businesses with capabilities to 
maximise their growth potential

Wadhwani Opportunity: Empowers students to command family-supporting jobs through 
21st century skills

Wadhwani Innovation: Accelerates large-scale academia/industry lead innovation through 
grants 

Wadhwani Catalyst Fund: Amplifies economic and job growth through scaling third-party 
efforts

Wadhwani Institute of Technology and Policy: Bridging the gap between Policy and 
Technology

Wadhwani Entrepreneur: Inspires, educates and enables startup entrepreneurs

Wadhwani NEN: Empowers students to create high-potential startups

Wadhwani VFT: Empowers entrepreneurs and incubators to build successful and scalable startups



Wadhwani 
Venture Fastrack 
Mission

Empowering incubators and accelerators 
to maximise growth of their startups

Empowering startups to become scalable 
and investable



Incubator/Accelerator Benefits
We will help build your incubator/accelerator capacity to implement a world-class 

startup enabler program

The program offers power-packed solutions for capacity building, institutional processes, and 
leveraging technology to improve startup outcomes. 

• Startup Growth:

• Deploy Startup Growth Digital Platform (Digital Startup Mentoring) for startups

• Assist startups with ‘Business Discovery and Transformation' Tools

• Access a rich repository of startup tools, case studies, and videos

• Use Dashboards to guide and monitor the progress of startups

• Get connected to a global community of startup mentors, curated experts and investors

• Institution Building:

• Understand the process-driven approach to building robust incubator/accelerators

• Enhance the startup selection and sourcing processes

• Improve ecosystem connections & stakeholder engagements

• Learn tenets of financial viability

• Facilitation

• Coaching skills on how to mentor startup founders

• Modules on facilitation and team leadership



Incubator/Accelerator 
Deployment Model

• 3 training sessions of 60 mins for incubator/accelerator managers and CEO

• Followed by:

12 weeks of experiential learning for incubator/accelerator managers only

• Experiential learning with active startup cohorts

• Learn as you shadow: Consultative support to startups by VFT startup 

consultant in 1:1 office hour sessions

• Deploy the VFT startup program with your upcoming cohorts post program 



Benefits to Startups
We strive to maximize the startup business success with on-demand, personalized 

knowledge, skills, tools and expert connects at no cost/equity

We will enable your startup to become scalable and investable through:

• Our diagnostic ‘startup maturity’ assessment tools and transformation programs to identify your 
strengths & areas of improvement

• Ecosystem Connects: Personalised support from our curated network of Mentors, Investors, 
Service Providers and Customers

• Our AI-enabled Wadhwani Technology Platform for on-demand customized access to knowledge 
resources and mentor/expert/customer connects

• Do It Yourself (DIY) solution tool-kits offering learning support and practical guidance

• Pivoting & re-strategizing expansion plans

• Lean operations & systems for revenue growth

• Identifying new customers and markets, conducting customer conversations

• Identifying changing needs of customers & customer experience journey

• Branding, 8-steps to digital marketing

• Increasing sales effectiveness, effective pricing strategies

• Performance Management; Motivating and retaining talent

• Extending runway and conserving cash

• Life-long post-program support



VFT: Journey Map
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ONBOARDING

Incubator application

Selection of 
incubators and 
startups

Orientation session, 
incubator training 
sessions, startup
onboarding

Access to 360 Degrees content on platform

VFT C run Discovery 
Complete

Maximizing startup growth by powering incubators and accelerators through capacity building, AI-enabled tech platform support, 
business discovery tools and a transformation roadmap.

VFT C generates 
Discovery Report

Transformation 1 
Complete

Transformation 3 
Complete

6 Week
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BUSINESS 
DIAGNOSTICS

• Qualitative 
assessment based 
on 12 CSE of 
startups

• Quantitative 
startup KPI based 
financial mapping

• Training of 
incubator & 
startups

WORKSHOPS, 
MASTER CLASSES & 
1:1 SESSIONS

• Mapped to 
transformation 
projects

• Training of 
incubator & 
startups

WORKSHOPS, 
MASTER CLASSES & 
1:1 SESSIONS

• Mapped to 
transformation 
projects

TRANSFORMATION 
REPORT CREATED

Transformation 2 
Complete

MENTOR CONNECT

INCUBATOR

• D&T by Incubators for cohorts 
• New Cohorts onboarded and D&T 

commences

STARTUP

• D&T on VFT provided case by Startup
• Continuous D&T submitted

IMPACT TEAM LED

• Program Continuation Readiness Check: 
Startups & Incubators

• Startup Progress Tracking
• Impact and Feedback Collections

ACCESS TO 360-DEGREE CONTENT ON 
PLATFORM & APP

• Case studies, expert videos, Trending 
articles, templates & frameworks

Program Continuation Touchpoints

• Continued usage of the platform to 
carry out D&T by Startups

• Continued usage of the platform by 
incubator to carry D&T for new Cohorts

• Masterclass sessions/AMA Sessions, 
Newsletters

• Community Events

VFT C and IM Led VFT C and IM Led VFT C and IM Led VFT C and IM Led

*IM: Incubator Manager | VFT C: VFT Consultants | 
D&T: Discovery and Transformation



Our Experience | India
We have worked across the globe to build, grow, and invest in 
exceptional ideas.

300+
Startups

supported

100+
Years of startup 

ecosystem experience

100+
Incubator leaders 

trained



Our Beneficiaries Speak: Incubators

“Wadhwani (VFT) provided access to 

resources like Playbooks created over 

decades of the Foundation’s work in the 

startup ecosystem. This is a big advantage 

when you are offering an incubation 

program.”

- Dr Karthikeyan K, CEO, AIC-Assam 

Agricultural University Incubator, Jorhat

“The fact that help was made available for 

incubators and startups in North East 

India was the best part of the program. It 

was one of the most satisfying programs 

I've ever attended and would rate it 

10/10.” 

- Dr. Tej Chingtham, CEO, AIC-SMU

““The modular content on the VFT startup 

platform is very practical with short and 

crisp video instructions for entrepreneurs. 

The program made me humble and as a 

startup we were able to change our 

problem statement because of the 

training.”

- Aeroshil Nameirakpam, Founder, Nibiaa

Consultancy Pvt Ltd

“Wadhwani Venture Fastrack’s Startup 

Success Program gave our incubator a 

sense of clarity. The VFT platform is 

excellent.”

- Elizabeth Idikula, COO, AIC – Great Lakes 

Balachandran Incubator (AGBI)

“The program is very well planned and 

structured. The session contents are very 

informative and guide young incubators like us 

in understanding the various nuances of 

running a world-class startup incubation 

program.”

- Vishnu Varadan, CEO, AIC-PECF

“The Startup Success Program by 

Wadhwani Venture Fastrack helped us in 

reframing policies, thinking strategically, 

solving issues and designing our 

program.”

- Dr Latika Dhuria, Incubation Manager, 

AIC - Banasthali Vidyapith

… and many more



Our Beneficiaries Speak: Startups

“At Wadhwani Venture Fastrack, we have 

found significant experience of the startup 

ecosystem and network connects to 

expedite startup success.” 

- Raj Saxena, Founder & CEO, LogisticsNow

“I dedicate 80% of my business success to 

Startup Success Program.”

- Sumeet Mahendra, Founder, RTIwala

“The VFT program introduced us to a 

mentor who clearly understood the needs 

of the impact investment sector, and we 

are now confident of achieving our larger 

goals.” 

- John Santhosh, Founder & CEO, Billion 

Lives

“Startup Success Program helped me with 

my business pitching - Investor Pitching 

and sales as well.”

- Ankit Gupta, Founder, SAARK Customs

“I strongly recommend early-stage 

startups to be a part of Wadhwani 

Venture Fastrack (VFT). No other program 

offers value and connects as VFT does.”

- Vidyarthi Baddireddy, Co-Founder & CEO, 

Pick My Work

… and many more

“Wadhwani VFT program is perfect for 

growth-stage startups like ours. Ever since 

we started engaging with the VFT team, it’s 

been like a success story for us.”

- Jyothis KS, Co-Founder, ZappyHire



Dr Romesh Wadhwani
Founder and Chairman

Dr Ajay Kela
President and CEO

• Silicon Valley entrepreneur and philanthropist
• Until 1999, built three successful companies, the last of which 

was exited at over $9 billion
• Founding Chairman and CEO of $3.5 billion Symphony 

Technology Group (1999)

• Founder and Chairman of Wadhwani Foundation (2000)
• Founding Chairman of PE firm Symphony AI (2018)
• Member of the Gates Buffet Giving Pledge
• Padma Shri 2020 awardee
• President Obama appointee to the Board of Trustees of the 

John. F. Kennedy Center
• Board Member of Center for Strategic and International Studies, 

Washington, D.C.

Dr Kela leads the Foundation’s initiatives globally and is driving its 
expansion across Asia, Africa and Latin America.
• Expanded Foundation’s initiatives across 20 countries and enabled 

over $100M of Govt. investment during the past eight years

• Scaled startup Symphony Services to $175M with eventual exit at 
$780M

• Grew AutoCAD business from $170M to $850M during 10 years at 
Autodesk

• PhD research on computer graphics lead to multi-million dollar
products at GE and Autodesk

• B-Tech, IIT Bombay, India and Ph.D from University of Rochester, USA

Wadhwani Foundation: Leadership

Siddharth Dhondiyal
EVP, Wadhwani Venture 

Fastrack

Based in Bangalore, Siddharth heads the Venture FastTrack program of the 
Wadhwani Foundation.
• An experienced private equity/venture capital and angel investor with over 

15 years of experience in the investment sector
• Last stint was as a Managing Director in Truenorth where he focused on 

investments in healthcare, consumer, education and IT sectors. He was 
responsible for developing the firm’s structured framework for engaging 
deeply with portfolio companies on strategic initiatives, development of 
systems & processes and talent acquisition through a mix of well-defined 
playbooks and curated service providers

• Prior to that he was a management consultant in the strategy team at 
Andersen Consulting/ Accenture and advised clients across industries like 
healthcare, education, consumer, and IT sector

• As a member of the Investment Committee of GrowX Ventures he has 
worked extensively in evaluating, investing, and mentoring early-stage 
companies across sectors

• On the Board of Wellthy Therapeutics and an independent board advisor 
of Meditrina Hospitals, a cardiology chain focused on affordable healthcare 
through PPP projects

• An MBA from INSEAD France, PGM from IIM Calcutta and B.Tech from IIT 
Kanpur

Sanjay Shah
Chief Operating Officer, 

India/SE Asia

Sanjay heads the India/SEA operations of the Wadhwani Foundation.
• Over three decades of experience in founding and steering 

software product companies to the global market
• Founded Zapty, Instavans Logistics, Skelta, Everest Software and 

Accel Computers, some of which were successfully acquired
• Last stint was with iManage as its Managing Director for Asia 

responsible for business development of its solutions in Asia 
• On the board of Sasken Technologies and Instavans Logistics as 

an Independent Director, and on the advisory board of Avo 
Automation

• Member of iSpirt (Indian Software Product Industry Round Table), 
Young President’s Organization, and currently on the board of the 
Bangalore chapter

• M.S. in Computer Science from Virginia Tech and a B.Tech in 
Aeronautical Engineering from IIT, Bombay



Narayanan Shadagopan
Angel Investor;

Risk Committee Chair,

My Community Credit Union, UK

VFT Advisory Board

Ish Anand
Founder CEO, Licensee -

Business Doctors India

Pankaj Bhatia
Angel Investor;

Partner, Boston Consulting Group,

Toronto, Canada

Sanjay Anandaram
Angel Investor;

Co-founder, NICEorg

Ravi Narayan
Angel Investor;

Managing Director & Co-founder,

Mentor Partners

Samir Kumar
Managing Director & General Partner, 

Inventus India

Sashi Chimala
Angel Investor;

Co-founder, Popmart



VFT Mentors

Ajay Batra Amitabh 
Shrivastava

Ankur Jain Ashish Mittal Asim Kumar Dhruv Nath

… and many more

Ish Anand Kishore Rajgopal Mahesh 
Subramanian

Manish 
Upadhyay

Naganand
Doraswamy

Rini Dutta

Sandeep 
Hardikar

Sashi Chimala Sundara
Nagarajan

Vijay Ladha Vijetha Shastry Vinay Rao



Thank You

https://entrepreneur.wfglobal.org

https://entrepreneur.wfglobal.org/

